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Basque has two genitive cases, possessive genitive and locative genitive. The 
former marks possessive relations while the latter expresses locative relations. This 
paper points out that locative genitive sometimes marks part-whole and attributive 
relations, both of which are generally regarded as possessive relations and can 
be marked by possessive genitive. We further attempt to identify the factors that 
condition the use of locative genitive to mark those relations, drawing on Aurnague's 
(1998) configurationality with some modification. By doing this, we suggest that 
configurational relations between humans and fixed entities are central to our 
conception of location across languages. 

I. Introduction 
It is a well-known fact that locative expressions and possessive expressions 

are similar in structure in some languages (e.g. Chinese, Hindi, Russian). 

Basque may not appear to be one of those languages, since it has two special 

genitive cases for each of them: locative genitive -ko and possessive genitive -en. 

Some interesting phenomena suggest, however, that the association between 

the locative and the possessive also operates in this language. Locative genitive 

sometimes marks part-whole relations and attribution, which are typically 

considered possessive relations. 

This paper is organized as follows: By way of preliminaries, section 2.1 and 2.2 

respectively introduce locative genitive, whose main function is to mark locative 

relations, and possessive constructions, which are the most usual way to express 

part-whole relations and attribution. Section 2.3 presents in detail locative 

genitive expressing part-whole and attributive relations. Section 3 investigates 

a previous account of the phenomenon and shows that its generalization based 

on configurationality needs some modification. Section 4 argues that humanness 

and fixedness are essential to characterize configurational entities. Finally, 
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section 5 points out the modified configurationality underlies the semantic 

extension of locative demonstrative in Japanese as well, which suggests that 

the concept plays a central role in locative expressions across languages. 

The examples examined in this paper without source indication are 

constructed by the author and judged by two speakers of Batua, which is the 

standard Basque variety. The two speakers are referred to as AA and LG 

henceforth. AA is a male who was born in Bilbao in 1981. LG is a female from 

Lasarte who was born in 1991. 

2. Preliminaries 
2.1 Locative genitive as the adnominal form of inessive 

Adpositional phrases freely function as modifiers of noun phrases in some 

languages, as shown in English expressions like the road to Paris. Other 

languages, including Japanese, Munda (Osada 1992: 48), Kurux (Kobayashi 

& Tirkey 2017: 295), and Basque, have special measures to form a functional 

equivalent of such an expression. For that purpose, Basque makes use of a 

tailor-made morpheme -ko, which converts adverbial postpositional phrases into 

adnominal ones. By postposition we mean both postpositional words like kontra 

'against' and postpositional case suffixes, such as allative -ra and instrumental 

-z. Thus, the English expression above can be translated into Basque as follows: 

(1) Paris-era-ko bide-a 

Paris-ALL-ADN road-the 

'the road to Paris' 

Locative genitive -ko can be analyzed as the adnominal form of inessive -an 

(see de Rijk 2009, Ch. 5 for further information.) Inessive is obligatorily deleted 

if it is followed by adnominal -ko. Inessive typically marks the location of a 

thing or an event, which is exemplified by (2). 

(2) Jende-ak barne-an ari dira lan-ean xinaurri batzu bezala. 

people-PL inside-INE engage they.are work-INE ant some as 

'People are working inside like ants.' (Mg, Ilun ondo) 

The following example illustrates locative genitive -ko as the adnominal form of 

inessive: 
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(3) Neskek ama lagundu behar zuten barne-ko lan-etan. 

girl.PL.ERG mother help need they.had inside-LGEN work-PL.INE 

'Girls had to help their mother with inside works.' (Mg, Mendekoste 

gereziak) 

2.2 Part-whole relations and attribution 

Possessive sentences with the verb *edun 'have' can express part-whole 

relations and attribution, as shown in (4) and (5), respectively. 

( 4) Gaztelu hon-ek horma zuri-ak ditu. 

castle this-ERG wall white-PL it.has.them 

'This castle has white walls.' 

(5) Hiri hon-ek izen berezi-a du. 

city this-ERG name unusual-the it.has.it 

'This city has an unusual name.' 

In noun phrases, those kinds of relations are typically marked by possessive 

genitive -en. 

(6) gaztelu hon-en 

castle this-PG EN 

hormak 

wall.PL 

'this castle's walls' 

(7) hiri hon-en izen-a 

city this-PGEN name-the 

'this city's name' 

2.3 Locative genitive expressing part-whole relations and attribution 

It is not unusual for a language to express possession employing clauses with 

a locative predicate. Japanese verb iru 'be', for instance, can form a clause that 

indicates kinship relations. 

(8) Watasi wa ane ga hutari iru. [Japanese] 

I DAT TOP sister NOM two be.PRS 

'I have two sisters.' 

Basque does not have this option, however; it is impossible to express 

possession by means of locative/existential verbs izan and egon. Neither part-

whole relations nor attribution, for example, can be indicated through those 

verbs. 
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(9) *Gaztelu hon-etan ba-daude horma zuri-ak. 

castle this-INE AFF-they.are wall white-PL 

Intended meaning: 'The castle has white walls.' 

(10) * Hiri hon-etan ba-dago izen berezi-a. 

city this-INE AFF-it.is name unusual-the 

Intended meaning: 'The city has an unusual name.' 

Strangely enough, however, locative genitive (i.e. the adnominal form of 

inessive) is capable of marking certain kinds of part-whole and attributive 

relations, including those between a castle and its walls or a city and its name. 

(11) gaztelu hon-etako hormak 

castle this-LG EN wall.PL 

'this castle's walls' 

(12) hiri hon-etako izen-a 

city this-LG EN name-the 

'this city's name' 

The following relations are acceptable with possessive genitive but not with 

locative genitive: 

(13) labana 

knife 

hon{-en/* -etako} aha-a 

this-{-PGEN/-LGEN} blade-the 

'this knife's blade' 

(14) lore hon{-en/*-etako} izen-a 

flower this-{-PGENI-LGEN} name-the 

'this flower's name' 

3. Typical configuration 
Aurnague (1998, 2002) investigates what kind of part-whole (or more 

specifically component-assembly, in his term) relation can be marked by locative 

genitive and possessive genitive, through a questionnaire conducted in St.

Jean-Pied-de-Port (the capital city of Lower Navarre). Table 1 shows how many 

respondents judge acceptable marking each part-whole relation with locative 

genitive, possessive genitive, or both. 
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Table 1. The results of Aurnague's (1998) investigation 

Whole 
entities LGEN only Both PGEN only 

Geographical region (proper noun) 20 

Buildings Houses 
............................... 

Others 

Other objects Other config. 
objects 

Other artifacts 

Natural objects 

Vehicles 

13 

6 

0-6 l) 

Furniture 0-4 

0-1 

0 

0 0 

6 1 

7 7 

9-14 2-8 

6-11 5-14 
................................................. 

0-2 17-20 

0-1 19-20 

Along with the results above, he points out that common nouns denoting 

geographical regions (e.g. hiri 'city' and ibar 'valley') and proper names of 

houses (e.g. Etxegorri) take only locative genitive to mark part-whole relations. 

Aurnague proposes that locative genitive marks relations between a 

configurational entity and one of its parts. He defines configurationality as 

the status of habitually involving typical configurations, which consist of 

three types of locative relations: containment, support, and social routine (cf. 

Vandeloise 1988). A house, for example, habitually involves containment of 

humans due to its basic function, hence it is configurational. He argues that 

typical configurations are at the heart of locative expressions across languages, 

drawing on Zulu, Japanese, and Basque data; the three types of locative 

relations are the ones that general locative markers alone can indicate in these 

languages. For example, Basque makes use of inessive with various location 

nouns, like aitzin 'front', gibel 'back', kanpo 'outside', pe 'bottom', in order 

to express different locative relations. English preposition under the desk is 

translated into Basque mahai pe-an [desk bottom-INE]. Inessive without location 

nouns can mark only the typical configurations. Possible interpretations of 

mahai-an [desk-INE], for instance, are confined to the typical configurations: 'on 

the desk', 'in the desk', 'at the desk (for some culturally ordinary activity, say, 

sitting to write)'. 

In spite of the detailed account, the following examples force us to make some 

modification to Aurnague's proposal. There are a series of nouns, including 

katilu 'cup' and zartagin 'pan', that locative genitive cannot mark as whole

entities, although they habitually involve typical configurations. Cups and pans 

are containers for drinking from or cooking food in, which are configurational 
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according to his definition. 

(15) *katilu hon-etako helduleku-a 

cup this-LGEN handle-the 

'this cup's handle' 

(16) *zartagin hon-etako kirten-a 

pan this-LGEN handle-the 

'this pan's handle' 

4. Analysis 
We propose that typical configuration is just one of the factors that 

enable locative genitive marking of part-whole relations and attribution; 

configurationality has a prototype structure whose prototype is characterized 

as habitually involving typical configurations with respect to humans and being 

fixed in the reference frame of the earth. This characterization of prototypical 

configurationality is consistent with Aurnague's (1998) account of the 

ontological nature of locations, according to which locations are motionless in a 

given reference frame. Therefore, a prototypical configurational entity can be 

described as a location that habitually involves a typical configuration with a 

human trajector. zl 

In terms of our hypothesis, whole-entities in Aurnague's classification can be 

arranged in order of prototypicality as follows: 

(1 7) Geographical regions/Buildings > Vehicles/Furniture > Other objects 

The hierarchy stipulates that if a part-whole or an attributive relation involving 

entity x on this hierarchy can be marked by locative genitive, the same relation 

involving any entity to the left of x can also be marked by the case. 

4.1. Part-whole relations 

Geographical regions and buildings are the most prototypical configurational 

entities. As Aurnague argues, they are locations that are fixed in the framework 

of the earth; they are our most basic field of activities. They can safely be 

regarded as configurational, since they are fixed entities that habitually involve 

containment/support relations with human trajectors. Cities and provinces, 

for instance, are parts of the earth and thus fixed; they offer ample space for 

human activities, in/on which humans exist when they are involved in the 

activities. Part-whole relations between those types of entities and one of their 

parts are marked by locative genitive as illustrated in (18) and (19): 
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(18) Gipuzkoa-ko 

Gipuzkoa-LGEN 

'Gipuzkoa' s coast' 

itsasertz-a 

coast-the 

(19) Zubero-ko etxe-eta-ko teilatu-ak 

Soule-LGEN house-PL-LGEN roof-PL 

'the roofs of houses in Soule' 

Vehicles and furniture are less prototypical configurational entities. Such 

artificial objects as buses, cars, desks, and chairs have particular functions; 

they habitually involve specific human activities (i.e. social routines) in 

particular locative relations when they serve their functions, which makes them 

configurational to some extent. They are not fixed, however, because mobility is 

their design feature. 

The peripheral status of vehicles and furniture as configurational entities 

makes accept- ability judgments unstable. Some speakers allow locative 

genitive to mark part-whole relations between those types of entities and their 

parts, while others do not. Aurnague's study shows that fewer speakers accept 

vehicles and furniture as whole-entities marked by locative genitive. Also, 

in our elicitation, LG is less tolerant toward such locative genitive marking 

than AA. For example, AA finds (20) and (21) quite natural while LG accepts 

neither. Those who accept locative genitive marking categorize those objects 

as configurational on the basis of their functions that involve social routines. 

Other speakers do not, since the objects are different from the prototype with 

respect to fixedness. 

(20) bizikleta hon-etako helduleku-a 

bicycle this-LGEN handle-the 

'this bicycle's handle' (Acceptable for AA; unacceptable for LG) 

(21) aulki hon-etako bizkarr-a 

chair this-LGEN back-the 

'this chair's back' (Acceptable for AA; unacceptable for LG) 

Other artificial and natural objects are not configurational at all. They do not 

involve typical configurations with human trajectors, nor are they fixed in the 

reference frame of the earth. Cups and pans are thus not configurational by our 

definition, which explains the unacceptablity of (15-16). 
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4.2. Attribution 

Unlike part-whole relations, locative genitive marks attribution only when 

the marked nominal refers to a prototypical configurational entity, i.e. a 

geographical region or a building, as shown in the following examples: 

(22) Bilbo-ko izen-a 

Bilbao-LG EN name-the 

'Bilbao's name' 

(23) kiri hon-etako neurri-a 

city this-LGEN size-the 

'this city's size' 

(24) nire etxe-ko izen-a 

my house-LG EN name-the 

' my house's name ' 

(25) gaztelu hon-etako neurri-a 

castle this-LGEN size-the 

'this castle's size' 

Non-prototypical configurational entities cannot be marked by locative 

genitive for attribution, nor can non-configurational entities, as exemplified by 

(26) and (27) respectively. 

(26) *aulki 

chair 

hon-etako neurri-a 

this-LGEN size-the 

'this chair's size' 

(27) *lore 

flower 

hon-etako kolore-a 

this-LG EN color-the 

'this flower's color' 

5. Conclusion 
Aurnague's proposal with our modification gives us a clearer picture of 

locative genitive expressing part-whole and attributive relations. The prototype 

structure of configurationality accounts for both the gradient acceptability 

judgments across various part-whole relations and the difference between part

whole and attributive relations. 

Our characterization of configurationality provides us with a plausible 

scenario of the semantic extension by which locative genitive marks part-whole 

relations and attribution. The extension has two aspects. First, the relations 
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that can be marked is extended from locative to part-whole and attributive 

ones. As we mentioned in section 2.2, it is not unusual for a language to have 

an extended use of locative expressions to indicate possessive relations, which 

include part-whole and attributive relations. Langacker (2009: Ch. 4) points 

out that the conceptualization of these relations involves the reference-point 

ability, "our capacity to invoke one conceived entity as a means of establishing 

mental contact with another (ibid., p. 82.)" In locative relations, the locative 

landmark serves as reference point, which evokes a set of associated entities 

and helps us pinpoint the trajector among them. The ability is also involved 

in conceptualizing part-whole and attributive relations. Parts are construed 

as such only through conceiving something as a whole. A tin roof is nothing 

but a sheet of tin, without a conception of building which serves as a whole it 

is a part of. An attribute does not exist independently of something which it 

is an attribute of. The reference point ability is thus common to both locative 

and possessive relations, which motivates extensions between the two types of 

expressions. 

The second aspect of the extension of Basque locative genitive involves 

prototypical configurationality. Locative genitive marks any typical 

configuration whether the marked nominal is configurational or not. Non

configurational entities like a cup or a tree can be marked by locative genitive if 

the expressed relation is a locative one. 

(28) katilu hon-etako kafe-a 

cup this-LGEN coffee-the 

'the coffee in the cup' 

(29) han-go arbol-eko globo-a 

there-LG EN tree-LG EN balloon-the 

'the balloon in the tree there' 

As we showed above, however, part-whole and attributive relations are 

indicated by locative genitive only when the marked nominal is (prototypically) 

configurational. There is disparity between the locative use and the part-whole/ 

attribution use in terms of configurationality. 

A related semantic extension is observed with Japanese locative 

demonstrative pronouns koko, soko, and asoko (Ujiie & Ishizuka to appear). 

They can denote the spatial landmark of an IN/ON locative relation (i.e. two 

of the typical configurations). Some objects, however, can be referred to by the 
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demonstratives even when they do not serve as landmarks. For example, you 

can sometimes use asoko to refer to something you designed, but not always. A 

locative demonstrative can refer to something other than a landmark only if its 

referent is a prototypical configurational entity, as shown in (30). 

(30) Kinoo mise-ta {bessoo/*hondana/*kuruma}, 

yesterday show-PST {cottage/bookshelf/car}, 

asoko wa boku ga sekkei si-ta. 

that.place TOP I NOM design do-PST 

'The {cottage/*bookshelf/*car} I showed you yesterday, I designed it.' 

These facts clearly show that prototypical configurational entities, such as 

geographical regions and buildings, function as the category prototype for 

locative expressions in both Basque and Japanese. Non-locative uses of these 

locative expressions in these languages are likely to be extended from the 

locative use where the landmark is a prototypical configurational entity. The 

commonality across those geographically and genetically distant languages 

strongly suggests that the concept has universal cognitive salience. 

Abbreviations 

Abbreviations in this paper are based on Leipzig Glossing Rules, except for the following: 

ADN adnominal; INE inessive; LGEN locative genitive; PGEN possessive genitive. 
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1) Some items (e.g. Vehicles) listed under "Whole entities" do not represent the 

expressions that the respondents were actually asked to judge, but rather are meant 

to indicate the categories into which they fall. For these items, Aurnague only shows 

pairs of .figures to indicate the range of the number of positive answers. 

2) A trajector is an entity that is located with reference to a landmark through a locative 

expression. Locative genitive's complement NP refers to the landmark of the locative 

relation expressed. The NP modified by a locative genitive phrase indicates the 

trajector. 
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